HPA binding and metastasis formation of human breast cancer cell lines transplanted into severe combined immunodeficient (scid) mice.
Six human breast cancer cell lines were injected subcutaneously into scid mice and their in vivo growth behaviour and HPA binding pattern were analysed. Furthermore, the role of HPA binding glycoconjugates concerning the adhesion to endothelial cells in vitro was investigated. Four of the tested cell lines engrafted in the scid mouse model but they showed considerable variations concerning their growth behaviour, their metastatic potential and their HPA binding pattern. HPA inhibited adhesive interactions between cell lines derived from metatstatic sources and tumour necrosis factor (TNF)alpha stimulated endothelial cells. The transplantation of HPA defined breast cancer cell lines into scid mice is a useful animal model for the research of breast cancer and its metastasis. The HPA binding glycoconjugates appear to be associated with adhesive interactions between metastasising tumour cells and endothelial cells.